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The NSW energy minister Matt Kean has urged residents across the state to
reduce electricity usage as the Berejiklian government scrambles to determine the
extent of ﬁre damage to the Snowy Hydro's transmission lines.
The NSW grid's links to Victoria went down late on Saturday afternoon, with Mr
Kean issuing a statement urging all residents to preserve power.
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Ski resorts around the Snowy Mountains are under threat from several emergency ﬁres.

"The extensive bushﬁre activity in the Snowy Mountains and other areas of the
state have had an impact on our electricity supplies,” Mr Kean said.
Just before 7pm, 14,000 people had lost power in Sydney's north and south-west,
and Port Stephens. Greenacre, Campsie, Punchbowl, Hornsby, Chatswood and St
Ives were affected, as well as Port Stephens on the Central Coast.
The Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO), TransGrid and the NSW and ACT
Governments were working closely "to keep power supplies on" but weather
conditions meant authorities could struggle "to keep the overall system secure.”
A senior ofﬁcial within a government agency, who did not want to be identiﬁed,
told the Herald the transmission lines from Snowy "had been taken out", but a
spokesperson for Mr Kean could not conﬁrm the reports.
Mr Kean asked consumers to make sure power-hungry pool pumps were turned
off, raise air conditioner thermostats to 24 or 25 degrees, refrain from using
washing machines, dishwashers or dryers, and turn off appliances and lights not
in use.
AEMO was also working with large load electricity customers to reduce their
electricity consumption where possible.
In a statement, AEMO acknowledged that the health and wellbeing of consumers
remains the highest priority, so urged consumers to only conserve energy "if it is
safe to do so."
"Should the situation worsen further and AEMO loses all reserves available and
energy unavailability continues to risk impacting the security of the National
Electricity Market, as a last resort, AEMO may be forced to instruct controlled
load shedding in NSW," the statement said.
If the Snowy's ability to transmit power was impacted beyond a temporary hitch,
both NSW and Victoria could face regular outages, possibly for weeks.
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The bushﬁre activity in the Snowy Mountains is threatening the Snowy Hydro transmission
lines. CHRIS LANE

The Snowy provides critical peaking electricity to supplement periods when coal
plants fail or when renewables output is reduced with the sun setting or wind
dropping.
Electricity market monitor Paul McArdle said the so-called demand response when big users agree to cut usage - was inevitable after transmission links
"separated" NSW from Victoria, and by extension South Australia and Tasmania,
in the National Electricity Markets.
Wholesale spot prices for power also leapt to $14,700 per megawatt-hour, up from
levels typically below $100.
Mr McArdle said the Victoria and New South Wales regions were separated at
Murray and Lower Tumut Substation as a result of the bushﬁres raging through
the south-east of Australia and, in particular, under some key transmission lines
connecting NSW to Victoria.
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